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ABSTRACT
Previous work has shown that variations in cardiac conduc-
tivity values have significant effects on the resulting epi-
cardial potential distributions arising from subendocardial
ischaemia. This work carries on from a previous study in
this area by allowing for variation in (the more physiolog-
ically realistic) six, rather than four, conductivity values.
This is achieved by relaxing the usual assumption that the
cardiac conductivity values in both normal directions, one
normal to the fibres within the sheet and the other normal to
the sheet, are equal. An extended non–dimensional formu-
lation is derived for the passive bidomain equation, lead-
ing to a normal direction dimensionless conductivity ratio,
in addition to the previously found ratios in the transverse
and longitudinal directions. Two six–conductivity datasets
are used to set up a parameter space for the above ratios,
from which epicardial potential distributions are derived
and compared. Results from this study appear to support
the conclusions of the previous four–conductivity study;
that is, differences in the epicardial potential distributions
are best explained by variations in the ratio of the intra-
cellular longitudinal conductivity to the intracellular trans-
verse conductivity.
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1 Introduction

A number of previous simulation studies [14, 13, 8, 7] have
investigated the relationship, between cardiac conductivity
values and the epicardial potential distributions, via mathe-
matical models of partial thickness ischaemia applied dur-
ing the ST segment. Such studies use a bidomain for-
mulation [26], with conductivities in the extracellular (e)
and intracellular (i) spaces, in the longitudinal direction (l)
along the cardiac fibres, transverse to the fibres (t) within
the sheet and normal to the fibres (n), that is, between the
sheets. This leads to six conductivity valuesgel, get, gen,
gil, git and gin and the assumption is usually made that
the normal and transverse conductivities are equal, that is,
gin = git andgen = get.

Experimental studies [5, 4], however, have indicated
that this assumption is not valid and a recent simulation
study has demonstrated the effect that this assumption has
on the form of the resulting epicardial distributions that
arise in models of ST segment ischaemia [18]. The aim
of this work is to relax this assumption and study the ef-
fect variations in conductivity ratios have on the potential
distributions.

This work is an extension of previous work by one
of the authors [11] that involved the non–dimensionalised
passive bidomain equation and three dimensionless con-
ductivity ratios. Experimentally derived four–conductivity
datasets [1, 21, 22] were used to set up a parameter space
for these ratios, from which epicardial potential distribu-
tions were derived [12]. These distributions were then
compared using correlation coefficients. That work as-
sumed that the conductivity values in the normal direction
were the same as those in the transverse direction. This
new study removes that restriction and extends the non–
dimensional formulation to include two normal direction
conductivities, which leads to an additional dimensionless
conductivity ratio. Based on this work, a new sensitivity
study is carried out, again involving a parameter space of
the conductivity ratios and comparisons between epicardial
potential distributions. This study uses the only six conduc-
tivity datasets that are available, those of MacLachlan et al.
[17], which drew on the study of Foster and Schwan [2],
and Hooks et al. [4].

This paper begins with a description of the gov-
erning equations, geometry and boundary conditions for
the model. Then the passive bidomain equation is non–
dimensionalised and from this conductivity ratios are de-
rived. These are used to find a parameter space to use in
the sensitivity study, which aims to explain variations in the
potential distributions which result from modelling partial
thickness ischaemia during the ST segment. Results for the
study are then presented and discussed, leading to overall
conclusions.



2 Methods

2.1 Governing Equations and Model Geometry

During the ST segment of the electrocardiogram, the elec-
tric potential can be modelled in a region of cardiac tissue
by the passive bidomain equation [7]

∇ · (Mi +Me)∇φe = −∇ ·Mi∇φm (1)

whereφe is the extracellular potential in the cardiac tissue,
φm is the given transmembrane potential distribution and
Me andMi are conductivity tensors for the extracellular
(e) and intracellular (i) spaces, respectively.

The conductivity tensors are of the form [3]

Mh = AGhA
T (2)

whereh = e or i andGh is a diagonal matrix of conductiv-
ity values (ghl, along the fibre direction (longitudinal),ght,
across the sheets of fibres (transverse) andghn, between the
sheets of fibres (normal)), and the matrixA = {aij} is a
rotation matrix which maps the local direction of the fibres
to the global coordinate system. Given these assumptions,
thenMh can be shown to have the form

Mh = ghtI+ (ghn − ght)K+ (ghl − ght) â
T
â (3)

whereI is the3 × 3 identity matrix,K is the3 × 3 zero
matrix, apart fromk33 = 1, andâ is a unit vector which
indicates the local fibre direction [20].

The blood mass and cardiac tissue are assumed to be
in contact and the behaviour of the electric potential in the
blood mass,φb, is governed by Laplace’s equation

∇2φb = 0. (4)

In this study, the computational domain is represented
by a block of cardiac tissue of finite size in thex andy di-
rections and of unit thickness in thez-direction. The origin
of the rectangular(x, y, z) coordinate system is situated in
the centre of the block of tissue, with the epicardial surface
represented by thex− y plane (z = 0) and the endocardial
surface atz = 1. It is assumed that the endocardial sur-
face is in contact with a finite–sized blood mass forz > 1.
An ischaemic region is placed at the centre of the block
of tissue and this extends part way from the endocardium
towards the epicardium (Figure 1).

The transition from normal to ischaemic tissue, dur-
ing the ST segment, is described by a smooth variation
in the transmembrane potential, via exponential and hy-
perbolic functions [26, 14]. The plateau potential differ-
ence (between normal tissue and ischaemic tissue),∆φp,
is set to -30 mV. Here it is assumed, as per previous studies
[14, 13], that fibre rotation is through an angle of 120◦ from
the epicardium to the endocardium (Figure 1). The fibres
on the epicardium are aligned with the positivex–axis, and
so the longitudinal direction at any depthz, with respect to
the direction of the positivex-axis, is given byg(z) = 2π

3
z.
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Figure 1. Two views of the tissue-blood model used in this
study. The upper panel is a cross-sectional view of the tis-
sue (z ∈ [0, 1]) and the blood (forz > 1). The epicardium
is atz = 0 and the endocardium is atz = 1. The checked
region indicates ischaemic tissue. The lower panel is a plan
view of the model, looking from the negativez direction,
again with the checked region indicating the ischaemic tis-
sue. The dashed arrow indicates the fibre direction on the
endocardium when the direction of the fibres on the epi-
cardium is along thex-axis.

To take account of the rotation in the conductivity tensor, it
is also assumed that

A =





cos g(z) sin g(z) 0
− sin g(z) cos g(z) 0

0 0 1



 . (5)

2.2 Boundary Conditions

It is assumed that the epicardial surface atz = 0 is insu-
lated, i.e.

at z = 0,
∂φe

∂z
= 0 (6)

This is chosen to be consistent with earlier simulations
[14, 13] and to match experimental work, where measure-
ments of epicardial potentials were made in an open chest
experiment [16]. It is also assumed that the edges of the
tissue and the blood mass in thex andy directions are in-
sulated, i.e.

Me∇φe · n = 0 for 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 (7)

∇φb · n = 0 for z ≥ 1 (8)

wheren is the outward normal. At the bottom of the blood,
φb = 0. Finally, potential and current are assumed contin-
uous between the tissue and the blood mass, so atz = 1

φe = φb and gen
∂φe

∂z
= gb

∂φb

∂z
(9)



wheregb is the blood conductivity. These boundary con-
ditions are consistent with previous studies [14, 13, 8],
where it was concluded that, taking the scale of the prob-
lem into consideration, the boundary conditions are justi-
fied [23]. Although the boundary conditions have recently
been reconsidered and modified [19], the changes have
been shown to have only a small effect when ST segment
shifts are modelled [9].

2.3 Non–dimensional Formulation

The governing equations will be non-dimensionalised as
follows, where∆φp is the difference between transmem-
brane potentials in normal tissue and ischaemic tissue: let
Φm = φm/∆φp, Φe = φe/∆φp andΦb = φb/∆φp and
the dimensionless tensors

Ni =
Mi

git + get
and Ne =

Me

git + get
. (10)

Then the governing equations (1) and (4) are

∇ · (Ni +Ne)∇Φe = −∇ ·Ni∇Φm (11)

and
∇2Φb = 0 (12)

with suitable adjustments to the boundary conditions. The
interface conditions for the tissue and blood are then

Φe = Φb and
gen

git + get

∂Φe

∂z
=

gb
git + get

∂Φb

∂z
. (13)

Now, in the notation of Potseet al. [20],

Ni+Ne =
Mi +Me

git + get
= I+(γ−1)K+(δ−1)âT â (14)

whereâ is a unit vector which describes the fibre direction
and

δ =
gil + gel
git + get

, γ =
gin + gen
git + get

(15)

This new quantityγ is additional toδ, which was found as
part of the previous analysis [12].

2.4 Conductivity Ratios

The conductivity tensorNi is now of the form

Ni =
git

git + get
I+

gin − git
git + get

K+
gil − git
git + get

â
T
â (16)

which contains three dimensionless groups

git
git + get

=
1

1 + get
git

,
gin − git
git + get

=

gin
git

− 1

1 + get
git

and
gil − git
git + get

=

gil
git

− 1

1 + get
git

(17)

Quantity MacLachlan et al. [17] Hooks et al. [4]
gil 3.0 2.63
git 1.0 0.263
gin 0.31525 0.08
gel 2.0 2.63
get 1.65 2.45
gen 1.3514 1.087

gil/git 3.0 10.0
gin/git 0.32 0.31
get/git 1.7 9.3
gb/git 2.4 25.5
δ 1.89 1.94
γ 0.63 0.43

Table 1. Conductivity data and ratios for the indicated ex-
perimental studies (in mS/cm), as well as the quantities
given in Equation (15) used in this work.

leading to three naturally occurring conductivity ratios,

gil
git

and
get
git

and
gen
git

(18)

the first two of which occurred in the previous work [11,
12].

The right hand side of boundary condition (13) also
leads to a fourth conductivity ratiogb

git
, i.e.

gb
git + get

=

gb
git

1 + get
git

. (19)

The ratiosgil/git, gin/git, get/git and gb/git are
given, for the conductivity data sets of MacLachlan et al.
[17] and Hooks et al. [4], in Table 1, along with values
for δ andγ. The blood conductivitygb is set to 6.7 mS/cm
[24] for the data of Hooks et al. [4], since no value is given
therein. Note that the conductivitiesgel andgen are only
expressed implicitly in this formulation of the bidomain
equation.

Previous work [11, 12] has found thatδ (the ratio of
total longitudinal conductivity to total transverse conduc-
tivity) is approximately 3.2 for the experimentally obtained
four–conductivity datasets. But, using the six conductiv-
ity data (Table 1), this ratio is approximately 1.9 for both
datasets and this is the value that will be used in this study.
Values calculated forγ in Table 1 are 0.63 and 0.43. Now
consider the ratios of total conductivities, total longitudi-
nal conductivity:total transverse conductivity: total normal
conductivity, giving

gil + gel : git + get : gin + gen = δ : 1 : γ

Takingδ = 1.9 and using the experimental result of Hooks
et al. [6] that indicates that these ratios should be approx-
imately 4:2:1, leads to the suggestion of takingγ = 0.5.
This lies between the two values in Table 1 and leads to



a ratio of 3.8:2:1. The other consistent ratio in Table 1 is
the value forgin/git, which is 0.32 and 0.31. This ratio
was identified as one of the naturally occurring ratios in the
above analysis, but, in the absence of other information it
will be left fixed at 0.3 in this work.

If these values are adopted, the choice of conductivity
data set does not affect the left hand side of equation (11),
with the consequence that all differences in conductivity
data sets arise from the right hand side of equation (11).
For this studyδ will be taken to be 1.9 andγ will be set at
0.5, along withgin/git = 0.3.

2.5 Study Parameters

To be consistent with the previous study [12] and to take
account of the conductivity values in Table 1, the parameter
space for the sensitivity study is chosen to be:

1. Setgil/git to be 3, 5, 7, 9, 11.

2. Setget/git to be 1, 5, 9, 13.

3. Setgb/git to be 5, 10, 15, 25, 35.

4. The values ofgel/git andgen/git are calculated, using
(15), as follows (withδ = 1.9, γ = 0.5 andgin/git =
0.3)

gel
git

= δ

(

1 +
get
git

)

−
gil
git

. (20)

and
gen
git

= γ

(

1 +
get
git

)

−
gin
git

. (21)

There are a number of things that can be observed
from the above parameter space. Firstly, in nearly all cases
the value of the ratiogin/git in (21) has a negligible effect
on gen/git, providing a justification for leaving it fixed at
0.3. However, this means that, unlike the value ofgel/git,
which is affected by changes ingil/git andget/git, the ratio
gen/git is only affected by changes inget/git. Another
point to note is that the data of MacLachlan et al. [17] sit on
a corner of the parameter space, unlike the set of Hooks et
al. [4] which lies quite close to the centre of the parameter
space. Lastly, whenget/git = 1, all values ofgil/git >
3 lead to negative values ofgel/git, and so these values
were removed from the study since they are physiologically
unrealistic.

The finite volume method [10] was used to solve
equations (11) and (12) and then the epicardial potential
distributions were compared visually and via the correla-
tion coefficient

CC =

∑n

i=1

[

(φ1)i − φ1

] [

(φ2)i − φ2

]

‖φ1 − φ1‖‖φ2 − φ2‖
(22)

whereφ1 andφ2 are vectors which represent the two epi-
cardial potential distributions andφj , j = 1, 2, is the aver-
age value of each of these. The correlation coefficient is an
appropriate method of comparison between two potential
distributions as it is often used in this way in electrocardio-
graphy [15].
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(b) MacLachlan et al. [17] withgb = 2.39
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(c) MacLachlan et al. [17] withgb = 6.7

Figure 2. Dimensionless epicardial potential distributions
in a block model of cardiac tissue for two different conduc-
tivity data sets. The plot in (a) is generated from the data of
Hooks et al. [4] and plots in (b) and (c) come from the data
of MacLachlan et al. [17] withgb = 2.39 andgb = 6.7
mS/cm respectively. In all figures, solid lines indicate posi-
tive potentials, dashed lines indicate negative potentials and
the zero of potential is indicated by the thicker solid line.
A contour interval of 0.1 is used throughout.
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Figure 3. Epicardial potential distributions (dimensionless) in a block model of cardiac tissue with different blood conductivity
ratiosgb/git, wheregil/git = 3 andget/git = 1. A contour interval of 0.1 is used throughout.

3 Results

In this study, a block of cardiac tissue of thickness 1cm
and size 16cm× 16cm in thex andy directions [14], was
used. A solution for the governing equations was found
using the finite volume method [10], with a blood mass
depth of 26cm whose bottom face was chosen to be the
zero of potential. The ischaemic region was set to be 4cm×
4cm in thex andy directions, and was centrally positioned
and covered 50% of the depth between the endocardium
and the epicardium. The ischaemic borders were set to be
0.01, which led to a steep interface between normal and is-
chaemic tissue. As mentioned above, fibre rotation was set
at 120◦ [25].

Figure 2 shows the epicardial potential distributions,
obtained for the conductivity data sets of (a) Hooks et al.
[4] and (b) and (c) MacLachlan et al. [17]. The distribu-
tion in (b) is calculated using the valuegb = 2.39 mS/cm
mentioned in their study, whereas (c) is calculated using
gb = 6.7 mS/cm consistent with that used for (a) and pre-
vious work [11, 12]. The conductivity data set of Hooks et
al. [4] in (a) leads to a region of positive potential gradients
above the region of ischaemia, similar to (b) and in contrast
to (c) where there are three potential wells. The objective
of this study is to investigate these differences.

As discussed previously, the only plots that make
physiological sense forget/git = 1 are those where
gil/git = 3. A set of these is presented in Figure 3 for
a range of values ofgb/git. The various plots in this
figure are very similar, giving correlations, forgb/git =
10, 15, 25, 35 with gb/git = 5, of 0.997, 0.995, 0.993 and
0.992, respectively.

Figure 4 shows a set of epicardial potential distribu-
tions where the ratiogb/git is set to 10. The ratioget/git
increases across the rows and the ratiogil/git increases
down the columns. The numbers under each figure repre-
sent a pair of correlation coefficients (equation (22)), where
the first in each pair is the correlation coefficient of that
distribution relative to the final distribution in that row

(get/git = 13) and the second of the pair is the correla-
tion coefficient of that distribution compared with the final
distribution in that column (gil/git = 11). Figure 5 is pre-
sented in the same way, except that in this casegb/git = 25.
Similar figures (not presented) were prepared for each of
thegb/git ratios.

Study of Figures 4 and 5 and similar figures shows
that variations in any of the conductivity ratiosgil/git,
get/git andgb/git can result in substantial changes in the
generated epicardial potential distributions. Within a fig-
ure (ie. wheregb/git is constant), the pattern across the
rows from the top left to the bottom right generally seems
to involve a change from three potential wells to a central
region of positive potential, surrounded by two regions of
negative potential. The main effect associated with an in-
crease in the ratiogb/git (ie. from one figure to the next)
seems to be a delay in the onset of this change. The fact that
the second in each pair of correlation coefficients (ie. the
column correlations) is lower asgb increases is also consis-
tent with this observation.

Also, within a figure, correlations increase across a
row (ie. asget/git increases whilegil/git is held constant)
and similarly, whenget/git is held constant andgil/git in-
creases down a column, correlations again increase, in al-
most every case. This shows that changes in either of these
ratios affects the form of the epicardial potential distribu-
tion. A study of the correlation coefficients across rows and
down columns indicates, however, that changes in the ratio
get/git are less significant than changes in the ratiogil/git,
a result that was also found in the previous study [12] using
the four–conductivity datasets.

Another interesting observation for any one of the fig-
ures is that, in addition to correlations increasing acrossa
row, they also continue to increase, in most cases, from the
end of one row to the start of the next row (with some ex-
ceptions in the top row).

Other points to note are that the data for the plots in
Figure 3 sit on the corner of the parameter space and are
qualitatively very different from all other distributions, ex-
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Figure 4. Epicardial potential distributions (dimensionless)
in a block model of cardiac tissue with different conductiv-
ity ratiosgil/git andget/git for a fixed ratio ofgb/git = 10.
The value ofget/git is 5, 9 and 13, respectively, across
the columns and the value ofgil/git is 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11,
respectively, down the rows. A contour interval of 0.1 is
used throughout. The numbers below each figure represent
correlation coefficients, for the rows and columns, respec-
tively, as explained in the text.
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Figure 5. Epicardial potential distributions (dimensionless)
in a block model of cardiac tissue with different conductiv-
ity ratiosgil/git andget/git for a fixed ratio ofgb/git = 25.
The value ofget/git is 5, 9 and 13, respectively, across the
columns and the value ofgil/git is 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11, respec-
tively, down the rows. The format in this figure is the same
as for Figure 4. The panel marked with a∗ approximates
the distribution from the data of Hooks et al. [4] in Figure
2(a).



cept some of those wheregil/git = 3 (Figures 4 and 5).
When gb/git = 5 (and get/git = 1, gil/git = 3), the
data correspond approximately to those of MacLachlan et
al. [17] (Table 1) and the plot is similar to Figure 2(c),
rather than (b), which is not surprising sincegb/git = 5 is
closer to 6.7 in (c) than 2.39 in (b). The plot that is gen-
erated from data that is closest to that of Hooks et al. [4]
in Figure 2(a) is the one in Figure 5 where bothgil/git and
get/git = 9 and these two plots are very similar, including
in terms of values of potential.

4 Discussion

In both cases, the datasets of Hooks et al. [4] and MacLach-
lan et al. [17] generate epicardial potential distributions
(Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively), which reflect key fea-
tures of experimental studies in sheep [16]; that is, firstly,
that, near the ischaemic boundaries, there are large poten-
tial gradients and secondly that ST elevation is found above
the ischaemic region. However, if the generally accepted
value for the conductivity of bloodgb of 6.7 mS/cm is used
(Figure 2(c)) rather than the MacLachlan et al. [17] study
value of 2.39 mS/cm, the potential distribution now has
three potential wells, with no ST elevation.

An analysis of the data of MacLachlan et al. [17] (Ta-
ble 1) shows that it lies near a corner of the parameter space
and that other potential distributions in this region of pa-
rameter space (ie. wheregil/git = 3) also do not show any
ST elevation (Figures 3-4). On the other hand, the data of
Hooks et al. [4], lie towards the centre of the parameter
space and the resulting potential distribution (Figure 5) is
reasonably representative of the distributions obtained for
many of the parameter combinations. The general trend, as
eitherget/git or gil/git increases, is for ST elevation to de-
velop above the ischaemic region, with the first appearance
of elevation occurring earlier for lower values ofgb/git.

An interesting feature of each set of potential distri-
butions corresponding to a fixedgb/git ratio (for example,
Figures 4 and 5), relates to the first value of the correla-
tion coefficient in each pair (ie. correlations with the final
column whereget/git = 13). These correlations not only
increase across each row, but they continue to increase to
the start of the following row and then across it, and so on
(with a few exceptions in the top row). This result seems to
be consistent with the conclusion (which can be verified by
studying the correlation values across the rows and down
the columns) that changes in thegil/git ratio affect the re-
sulting epicardial potential distribution more significantly
than changes inget/git.

5 Conclusion

This study has involved the extension of a formula-
tion of the passive bidomain equation, obtained by non–
dimensionalisation, to include six independently varying
conductivity values, rather than making the usual assump-

tion that the normal and transverse conductivities are equal.
This formulation was then used to define a parameter space
associated with the conductivity ratios that arose from the
formulation, based on the two available six–conductivity
datasets. These parameters were used in a sensitivity study,
to try to find reasons for differences in the epicardial poten-
tial distributions that arise when different sets of conduc-
tivity values are used to model partial thickness ischaemia
during the ST segment.

Results from the study show that, when the assump-
tion is made to fix the ratiogin/git (based on the values in
the conductivity datasets of Hooks et al. [4] and MacLach-
lan et al. [17]), and a fixed ratio ofgb/git is considered,
more significant differences in the epicardial potential dis-
tribution can be seen when the ratio ofget/git is fixed and
the ratiogil/git is varied than vice versa. This leads to the
same conclusion as the previous four–conductivity study
[12], namely that the ratiogil/git (ie. the intracellular con-
ductivity along the fibres) is the key to significant changes
in the epicardial potential distribution, rather than the ratio
get/git (ie. the extracellular conductivity transverse to the
fibres but within the sheet).
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